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Abstract: Resource allocation is a crucial in cloud computing, we consider the problem of dynamic resource management 
for a large-scale cloud environment. Automated resource management system achieves good balance on overload avoidance 
and green computing.  This includes outlining distributed middleware architecture and presenting one of its key elements a 
Dynamic Resource Allocation Using Virtual Machines for Cloud Computing Environment which ensures fair resource 
allocation among sites/applications and dynamically adapts the allocation to load changes, Scales both in the number of 
physical machines and sites/applications. As an enhancement Green Computing is achieved using sever spot detection 
technique and shutdown process decision are made using prediction algorithm and skewness algorithm. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Resource Management is critical in cloud computing. 
With improper resource management, applications 
might experience long time wait, CPU waist, 
overused CPU and memory, underused cup and 
memory. To maximized cloud computing 
infrastructure utilization and minimize total cost of 
both the cloud computing infrastructure and running 
applications, resources need to be managed properly. 
To maximize cloud utilization, the capacity of 
application requirements shall be calculated so that 
minimal cloud computing infrastructure devices shall 
be procured and maintained. Given access to the 
cloud computing infrastructure, applications shall 
allocate proper resources to perform the computation 
with time cost and infrastructure cost minimized. 
The proposed system considers the process of 
resource management for a large-scale cloud 
environment. Such an environment includes the 
physical infrastructure and associated control 
functionality that enables the provisioning and 
management of cloud services. The perspective we 
take is that of a cloud service provider, which hosts 
sites in a cloud environment. The cloud service 
provider owns and administrates the physical 
infrastructure, on which cloud services are provided.  
 
It offers hosting services to site owners through a 
middleware that executes on its infrastructure. Site 
owners provide services to their respective users via 
sites that are hosted by the cloud service provider.The 
prediction algorithm in the system plays an important 
role it improves the stability and performance of our 
resource allocation. Based on PMs Usage we will 
select server by using prediction algorithm, 
We present the   implementation and design in this 
paper of an automated resource management system 
which achieves a good balance between the two  

 
goals. Two goals here are green computing and 
overload avoidance. 
 
 Green computing: As long as they can satisfy 
the needs of all VMs then the number of PMs used 
should be minimized. To save energy going to shut 
the idle PMs. 
 
 Overload avoidance: The PM lead to degrade 
its performance of its VMs when it is overloaded. 
Hence the capacity of a PM should be sufficient to 
satisfy the resource needs of all VMs running on it. 
 
II. SYSTEM REVIEW  
 
The system architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The CPU 
and memory usage is calculated. The statistics is 
collected at each PM and used where our VM 
scheduler runs. The VM Scheduler is invoked 
periodically and receives the resource demand history 
of VMs, the capacity and the load history of PMs and 
the current layout of VMs on PMs. We can see that 
the scheduler has several components. The predictor 
algorithm predicts resource demands in the future of 
VMs and the future load of PMs based on past data or 
statistics. We compute the load of a PM by 
aggregating the resource usage of its VMs. The 
description of the load prediction algorithm is 
described in the next section. Before that we will 
have a look on enhancement in our system.  
 
Enhancement in this system is design and 
implementation of a dynamic resource allocation in 
the system that achieves a good balance on overload 
avoidance and green computing. Which we will see 
in further sectionindetail. 
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Fig.1 System architecture. 

 
III. FUTURE RESOURCE PREDICTION 
 
In this paper, the prediction algorithm plays an 
important role it improves the stability and 
performance of our resource allocation. Based on 
PMs Usage we will select server by using prediction 
algorithm. We need to predict the future needs of 
VMs, we make our predictionbased on our previous 
external data/behavior of VMs. We calculate by the 
formula given 
 
E (t) = alpha* E (t -1) + (1-alpha)*O (t) 
 
Where E (t) and O (t) are the estimated and the 
observed load at time t, respectively alpha reflects a 
tradeoff between stability and responsiveness. 
The flow chart given in Fig.2 gives more idea of how 
the flow of algorithm goes from starting of selection 
of VMs to end of need of resources. Investigation has 
done by using other prediction algorithms. Linear 
auto regression (AR) models, for example, are 
broadly adopted in load prediction by other works. It 
models a predictive value as linear function of its past 
observations. Model parameters are determined by 
training with historical values. AR predictors are 
capable of incorporating the seasonal pattern of load 
change. 

 
Fig.2 Flow chart of prediction algorithm 

IV. SKEWNESS ALGORITHM 
 
When a server is overloaded (Hot Spot) and the 
gateway has to divert the incoming connection to the 
overloaded server to another server by migrating the 
overloaded server VMs in other servers. Skewness 
algorithm is used to select the server where the 
required VM is to be migrated by gateway server. To 
calculate the Skewness Value gateway has to collect 
the resource utilization of all other servers and apply 
the following formula 

 
Let n= number of resources, ri =utilization of the i-th 
resource. We define the resource skewness of a server 
p as r = average utilization of all resources for server 
p. which server has highest Skewness value then that 
server is selected for migration. The concept of 
skewness is to quantify the unevenness in the 
utilization of multiple resources on a server. Analysis 
of the algorithm is presented in section 1 in the 
supplementary file. The flow chart represent the flow 
of an algorithm in Fig 3. 

 
Fig.3 Flow chart of Skewness 

 
 4.1 Hot Spots: 
The server is defined as a hot spot if the utilization of 
any of its resources is above a hot threshold which 
indicates that the server is overload and hence some 
VMs running on it should be migrated away. We 
define the temperature of a hot spot p as the square 
sum of its resource utilization beyond the hot 
threshold: 

 
p=server, R= set of overloaded resources in server p, 
rt= hot threshold for resource r 
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 (Note that only overloaded resources are considered 
in the calculation.). 
 
4.2 Cold Spots: 
The server is defined as a cold spot if the utilizations 
of all its resources are below a cold threshold. Which 
indicates that the server is mostly idle and a potential 
candidate to shut down or turn off to save energy. 
When the average utilization of resource of all 
actively used servers in the system is below a green 
computing threshold we do so. A server is actively 
used if it has at least one VM running. Otherwise, it is 
inactive. 
 
And at last we define the warm threshold to be a level 
of utilization of resource that is sufficiently high to 
justify having the server running but not so high as to 
risk becoming a hot spot. 
 
4.3 Hot Spot Mitigation: 
 
We handle the hottest one first I.e. sort the list of hot 
spots in the system Otherwise, keep their temperature 
as low as possible. Our aim is to migrate the VM that 
can reduce the server’s temperature. In case of ties, 
the VM whose removal can reduce the skewness of 
the server the most is selected. We first decide for 
each server p which of its VMs should be migrated 
away. Based on the resulting temperature we sort list 
the VMs of the server if that VM is migrated away.  
 
We see if we can find a destination server to 
accommodate it for each list of in the VM. After 
accepting this VM the server should not become hot 
spot. We select one skewness which can be reduced 
the most by accepting this VM among all servers. We 
record the migration of the VM to that server and 
update thepredicted load of related servers when the 
destination server is found.Else we move on to the 
next VM in the list and try to find a destination server 
for it. 
 
V. GREEN COMPUTING: 
 
Servers are shut down to save energy when the active 
server utilization is low. This algorithm checks when 
the average utilizations of all resources on active 
servers are below the green computing threshold. We 
sort the list of cold spots in the system based on the 
ascending order of their memory size.  We need to 
migrate away all VMs before shutting down it when 
they are underutilized.  
 
We check if we can migrate all its VMs somewhere 
else for a cold spot p. For each VM on p, we try to 
find a destination server to accommodate it. The 
utilizations of resources of the server after accepting 
the VM must be below the warm threshold. Section 7 
in the supplementary file explains why the memory is 
a good measure in depth. We try to eliminate the cold 

spot with the lowest cost first. The below sequence 
diagram Fig 4 gives the sequence flow of an 
algorithm. 

 
Fig.4 Sequence flow of Green computing 

 
We select a server whose skewness can be reduced 
the most. If we can find destination servers for all 
VMs on a cold spot, we record the sequence of 
migrations and update the predicted load of related 
servers. Otherwise, we do not migrate any of its VMs. 
 
VI. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED 

SYSTEM 
 
 Dynamic resource allocation system that can 
avoid overload in the system while the number of 
servers used are minimized. Maximized 
cloudcomputing infrastructure utilization and 
minimize total cost of both the cloud computing 
infrastructure and running applications. 
 
 The concept of skewness algorithm is used to 
measure the uneven utilization of servers. The overall 
utilization of servers is improved by minimizing 
skewness. 
 
 We design a load prediction algorithm that can 
capture the future resource usages of applications 
accurately without looking inside the VMs.  
 

VII. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 
 
Hardware:  
 
• Processor :   Pentium IV  
• Hard Disk :   240 GB 
• RAM        :   1 GB 
• Keyboard :    107 keys  
 
Software: 
 
 Operating System             : Windows XP/ 7 
 Programming Package    : JDK 1.6/JDK 1.7 
 Frontend Design       : J2EE – Servlets, JSP 
 Backend                        : My-SQL 
 Server  : Tomcat 6.0 /7.0 
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VIII. RESULTS: 
 
The results are clear and having good contribution: 
 
1) Allocation of resource is done dynamically. 
2) Saves the energy using the green computing 
concept  
3) Proper utilization of servers and memory 
utilization is taken care using skewness. 
4) Minimize the total cost of both the cloud 
computing infrastructure and running application. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The design and implementation of dynamic resource 
allocation and management which is crucial in cloud 
computing services. Our system changes dynamically 
based on demand. Algorithm achieves proper 
utilization of servers and also handles properly 
underutilized servers, algorithm also handle the 
overload avoidance and green computing for system 
with multi resource constraints. 
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